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Novel Combinatorial Constructions of Optical
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Abstract—Three novel classes of optical orthogonal codes
(OOCs) based on combinatorial designs are proposed. They are
applicable to both synchronous and asynchronous incoherent
optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) and compatible
with spectral-amplitude-coding (SAC), fast frequency hopping,
and time-spreading schemes. Simplicity of construction, larger
codeword families, and larger flexibility in cross-correlation
control make the proposed OOC families interesting candidates
for future OCDMA applications. A novel balanced SAC receiver
for multiuser interference cancellation that can handle unequal
in-phase cross correlation of OOC is also proposed. The upper
bound on the bit-error rate as a function of the number of users
in SAC schemes is given for all proposed OOC classes.

Index Terms—Affine geometries, balanced incomplete block de-
signs (BIBDs), fast frequency hopping, integer lattice design, mu-
tually orthogonal Latin squares/rectangles (MOLSs)/(MOLRs),
optical orthogonal codes, spectral-amplitude-coding (SAC),
time-spreading encoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE OPTICAL code-division multiple-access (OCDMA)
systems have experienced increasing research attention in

the last decade [1]–[4], [6]–[10] because they offer several at-
tractive features, such as asynchronous access, privacy and se-
curity in transmission, ability to support variable bit rate and
bursty traffic, and scalability of the network.

Discrimination of an unwanted signal is achieved by as-
signing minimally interfering spreading sequences to each
user, selected from a family of so-called optical orthogonal
codes (OOCs). Recently, a number of OOC families have
been proposed [1]–[4], [6]–[10] for various OCDMA tech-
nologies. For example, OOC constructed by Wei, Shalaby, and
Ghafouri-Shiraz are designed for spectral-amplitude-coding
(SAC) [2], [4], [10]. Salehi [1] and Chunget al. [3] constructed
another family of OOC suitable for time-spreading systems,
while Fathallahet al.[8] designed OOC for fast frequency-hop-
ping schemes. The motivation for this paper is the realization
that, from a coding theory point of view, construction of OOC
is independent of the CDMA technology and that the maximum
values of off-peak autocorrelation cross correlation can be
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controlled by varying the “combinatorial” parameters of the
code.

We present three novel OOC classes based on mutually or-
thogonal Latin squares (MOLSs) or mutually orthogonal Latin
rectangles (MOLRs), integer lattice design and affine geome-
tries (AGs), and all subdesigns of balanced incomplete block
designs (BIBDs). The major advantages of proposed OOC fam-
ilies are: 1) large flexibility in choosing the number of users
(code size); 2) simplicity of construction; 3) larger number of
parameters and, consequently, more OOC families; and 4) suit-
ability to all important transmission technologies. The latest fea-
ture means that the proposed OOC families can be applied to
both synchronous and asynchronous incoherent OCDMA and
for all of the following classes of systems:

1) spectral-amplitude-coding;
2) fast frequency-hopping;
3) time-spreading schemes.

Spreading sequences of MOLS/MOLR, integer lattice, and AG
OOC families can be partitioned into “parallel” classes in such a
way that the sequences from different parallel classes have zero
cross correlation, which makes this class attractive for OCDMA
applications. For example, in fiber Bragg grating (FBG) imple-
mentations, the adjacent frequency bands are not ideally decou-
pled, and two sequences that involve adjacent bands should have
zero cross correlation. A novel balanced multiuser interference
(MUI) cancellation scheme supporting the proposed unipolar
code families is proposed. The number of mutually orthogonal
spreading sequence classes is expressed in a closed form as a
function of the combinatorial design parameters. It is used to
obtain an upper bound on the bit-error rate (BER) as a function
of the number of users.

II. SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE CODING SCHEMES

In spectral-amplitude-coding OCDMA unipolar OOC having
fixed in-phase cross correlation were the only codes considered
so far, as they require a simple balanced detection scheme pro-
posed in [4] to eliminate MUI and suppress the phase-induced
intensity noise.

Let and be two
different code sequences, and let their mutual in-phase cross
correlation be defined as

(1)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Proposed SAC (a) encoder and (b) balanced MUI cancellation decoder scheme.

If sequences have the two properties and
, then MUI can be cancelled by the balanced

detection scheme [4]. We propose a novel FBG-based balanced
detection scheme that allows the MUI cancellation in the case
when unipolar sequences having in-phase cross correlation
0 or 1 are employed. Such a scheme allows using sequences
with less stringent in-phase correlation constraints, and, as a
consequence, much larger code families may be constructed.
The simplest OCDMA network consists of transmitter/re-
ceiver pairs connected in a star configuration [1]. To send
the information from theth to th user, the address code for
the receiver is impressed upon data by the encoder at the
th node. The transmitter and receiver structures based on

FBGs are shown in Fig. 1. When bit “1” is sent, an optical
pulse from a broad-band source is launched into the encoder,
and no optical pulse is launched for data bit “0”. The optical

pulse passes through the linear FBG array in encoder and
corresponding spectral components, according to the spectral
distribution (position of ones within a codeword), are
reflected. For the reconfiguration of the destination address
code, all gratings in the encoder are tunable. At the receiver,
each grating is fixed according to the receiver’s address. For
proper decoding, the peak wavelengths are arranged in opposite
order so that round-trip delays of different spectral components
are compensated (all reflected components have the same delay
and can be merged into a pulse again). The lower balanced
detection part is used to estimate the MUI, and the upper for
desired code detection. The MUI is completely removed for
every class of unipolar codes proposed here.

The balanced receiver proposed in [4] requires that the
sequences have fixed in-phase cross correlation. Since such
sequences satisfy , the MUI can be completely re-
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moved. In our balanced decoding scheme [Fig. 1(b)], the signal
at the upper photodiode is proportional to (with
being the desired sequence, andthe interefering sequence),
and the signal at the lower photodiode is proportional to .
From Fig. 1(b), it can be seen that the MUI is completely
removed with balanced detection. Since our decoding scheme
does not require sequences having fixed in-phase cross correla-
tion, for a given codeword length, OOC family has much more
spreading sequences, as shown in Sections IV–VI.

III. OOC BASED ON COMBINATORIAL DESIGNS

Following Salehi’s notation [1], we define an OOC (, , ,
) as a family of (0, 1) sequences of lengthand weight

with the maximum value of off-peak autocorrelationand the
maximum value of cross correlation . The construction and
performance analysis of optical orthogonal codes for OCDMA
have been investigated extensively [1]–[4], [6]–[10]. The re-
search has focused on the case [1]–[4], [7]–[10]
[such codes are often abbreviated as OOC (, , )].

An alternative and convenient way of representing optical or-
thogonal codes (also called herecodewords), especially when
the weight is much smaller than length, is using combina-
torial designs. A support set of the OOC is described as a set
of positions of nonzero elements in spreading sequences. The
OOC is then a collection of size integer sets. Therefore, an
OOC can be represented as a combinatorialdesign [5]. A sim-
ilar approach was initially suggested by Chunget al. [3]. A
design, denoted as , is a collection of subsets of a

set such that every subset of is contained inexactly
blocks. Our construction uses designs such that everysubset of

is contained inno morethan blocks and can be denoted by
. In combinatorial literature, such designs

are referred to as configurations. BIBD is a de-
sign. Latin squares/rectangles, integer lattice construction, and
affine geometries, considered here, are in fact special classes of
BIBDs and 1-configurations.

IV. OOC BASED ON MOLRs

A integer array with elements
in is referred to as aLatin rectangleif

each of the elements occurs once in each row and once in each
column. For two rectangles and

, thejoin ( , ) of and
is the array whose th entry is the pair ( ,

). Two Latin rectangles and areorthogonalif all
entries in the join are distinct. Latin rectangles
aremutually orthogonalif they are orthogonal in pairs.

Let us explain the MOLR construction of equal sizes (i.e.,
MOLS). This construction is based on elementary combina-
torics (see, e.g., [5]). For the sake of illustration, let the dimen-
sions of squares be , is a prime, and ,
and let be the elements of .
Consider the nonzero elementand define a array
with elements , , .
It can be shown that the arrays , , are
MOLSs of order [5]. Consider now a integer lattice

with elements labeled by the points from the set

. In other words, let be a one-to-one mapping of the
square to the integer set of a design. An example of such
mapping is a simple linear mapping .
The numbers are referred to as cell labels. Each de-
fines a set of parallel lines ,

. The slopes and can be also
included to create a full resolvable BIBD with ,

and , which corresponds to an OOC family of
cardinality , codeword length , and codeword weight. The
corresponding design for 4 with the resolvability classes
shown in different columns is given in Table I. The columns
correspond to lines of different slopes. For example, the lines of
slope contain the points with labels {1, 6, 11, 16}, {2,
5, 12, 15}, {3, 8, 9, 14}, and {4, 7, 10, 13}, respectively. The
corresponding codewords are (1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1),
(0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0), (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0),
and (0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0),respectively.

For asynchronous time-spreading CDMA applications, the
codewords that are cyclic shifts of the previous ones must be
omitted, which reduces the number of codewords.

Let us now explain how the above OOC can be used in dif-
ferent OCDMA systems. The application in time-spreading sys-
tems (such as the system using optical tapped delay line) is
straightforward, the spectral-amplitude-coding systems are con-
sidered in a separate section (Section II), while the fast-fre-
quency-hopping scheme is described in the remainder of the
section. In the optical fast-frequency-hopping CDMA system,
the labels of points in Table I should be viewed as different fre-
quencies from a finite set of frequencies, a line is assigned to a
particular user, and four points of each line define the (ordered)
set of frequencies assigned to a particular user in the consecu-
tive chip time slots. There are no frequency hits in any chip time
interval.

In our example, there are four users, 16 frequencies, and four
time slots. In the first time cycle, the frequencies should be
assigned according to the column with slope (from
Table I), in the second from the slope , and so on, until
all slopes are exploited. The same assignment rule is repeated
in every bit interval. The antijamming can be realized by ran-
domly changing the slope-user assignment from a bit interval to
a bit interval.

Another approach to the fast-frequency-hopping scheme is
to consider the labels in Table I as different frequencies, chosen
from a set of allowed frequencies. Each codeword is assigned
to a particular user, and frequencies corresponding to a given
codeword are used in consecutive chip time slots. Therefore,
the design supportsusers, there are time slots (chips) in a
bit interval, and there are frequencies in a set of frequencies.
No more than one frequency hit between any two users appears
during every chip interval.

The Latin rectangle with different horizontal and vertical di-
mensions can be defined in a similar way (should be a prime
power, and and should be mutually prime). Instead, the
MOLR counterpart-integer lattice design will be presented in
the next section.

Notice that the codewords corresponding to parallel lines are
orthogonal to each other. Any two points are connected by only
one line. Two lines are either parallel (they do not have points
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TABLE I
LINES OFMOLS CONSTRUCTEDFROMGF (4)

in common) or intersect in only one point. Therefore, two code-
words have at most one “1” in common.

V. OOC BASED ON INTEGERLATTICE DESIGN

The designs are lines connecting points of a rectangular in-
teger lattice. The subsets of points (but not all subsets) are re-
ferred to as lines, and the design is defined as a set of lines of
different slopes.

A line with slope , , starting atthe point ( ,
), contains the points

(2)

where . The total number of lines is equal to .
Therefore, the maximum number of users is, the codeword
length is , and the codeword weight. It can be readily
verified that arbitrary large families are possible as long as
and are co-prime.

To illustrate the code construction for synchronous CDMA
applications, we provide an example of a small lattice of dimen-
sions by , shown in Fig. 2. The lines of slopes

form a 2-(21,3,{0,1}) design, which is a support set
of an OOC family with codeword weight . In other words,
each line of a design specifies positions of nonzero elements in
a codeword, and the resulting design is given in Table II. The
columns correspond to lines of different slopes in Fig. 2. For
example, the lines of slopes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 starting at (0,1)
in Fig. 1 contains the points with labels {2, 9, 16}, {2, 10, 18},
{2, 11, 20}, {2, 12, 15}, {2, 13, 17}, {2, 14, 19}, and {2, 8, 21},
respectively. The corresponding codewords are (01 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0), and (0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1),respectively.

The main difference between OOC for synchronous and
asynchronous time-spreading CDMA applications is that, in
asynchronous OCDMA, no cyclic shifts are permitted. In
other words, if is a codeword, then no cyclic shift of is
a codeword. Therefore, to get an OOC for an asynchronous
OCDMA application, we can use the same construction and
then eliminate cyclic shifts.

In the optical fast-frequency-hopping OCDMA system, the
labels of points in Fig. 2 should be viewed as different frequen-
cies from a finite set of frequencies, and theaxis should be

Fig. 2. Example of the integer rectangular lattice form = 7 andk = 3.

considered as the chip time-slots axis. The users are associated
with the slopes in such a way that a line of a given slope de-
fines a frequency-time pair assignment for a particular user, i.e.,
defines the (ordered) set of frequencies assigned to a particular
user in the consecutive chip time slots.

In our example, there are seven users, 21 frequencies, and
three time slots. In the first time cycle, the frequencies should
be assigned according to the column with slope (from
Table I), in the second from the slope , and so on until all
slopes are exploited. The same assignment rule is repeated in
every bit interval. The antijamming can be realized by randomly
changing the slope-user assignment from a bit interval to a bit
interval. More generally, integer lattice supportusers (vertical
dimension of the lattice), frequency (each particular label
from Table II denotes different frequency) are employed and
chips during a bit duration with no frequency hits during any
chip interval.

With at most one hit per chip, the design cardinality increases
to , and there are again frequencies in a set andchips
within a bit interval. For this frequency-hoping scheme, the
labels from Table II are considered as different frequencies,
chosen from a set of allowed frequencies, each codeword is
assigned to a particular user, and frequencies from codewords
are chosen in consecutive chip time slots.

VI. OOC BASED ON AFFINE GEOMETRIES

Similarily as in MOLR or the integer lattice design case, the
support sets of OOCs based on affine geometries [5] are de-
fined as lines. The -dimensional affine geometry, denoted as

, over is a set of -tuples, points, selected
from .

Let be a primitive element of . Then 0,
form all the points of .

The -tuples over , representing the points in
, form an -dimensional vector space over .

The one-dimensional subspace of is called aline,
and the number of points in a line is given by. Every point
is the intersection of lines. Every line
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TABLE II
LATTICE 2-(21, 3, {0,1}) DESIGN

has lines parallel to it. Let us define the point-line
incident matrix as a matrix , whose columns
correspond to nonorigin points and rows to lines that do not
pass through the origin, whose if the th point belongs
to the th line. Each row represents a codeword. There are

different codewords of
weight and length .

VII. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

Minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the SAC system em-
ploying any of the BIBD class of OOCs is calculated by using
the method described in [4] and [9] and is given by (3), shown at
the bottom of the page, whereis the photodiode responsivity,

is the effective power of a broad-band source at the receiver,
is an electron charge, is the electrical equivalent noise band-

width of the receiver, is the Boltzmann’s constant, the
absolute temperature of receiver noise, the load resistance,

the optical source bandwidth, the number of simultane-
ously active users, and, , and the parameters of the BIBD.
The connection between BIBD parameters and three proposed
OOC families are given in corresponding Sections II–IV, with

. The phase-induced intensity noise, the photodiode shot
noise, and the thermal noise are taken into account. The scheme
capable of suppressing the MUI, shown in Fig. 1(b), is consid-
ered.

The BER can be estimated using the Gaussian approximation
[2], [4]

(4)

where erfc(.) is the complementary error function
.

All classes of OOCs based on BIBD can be designed to per-
form similarly by carefully choosing the design parameters; two
such classes multifrequency-hopping (MFH) [2], [10] and mod-
ified quadratic congruence (MQC) [4], [10] were proposed re-
cently. However, our code families have much larger flexibility
in choosing the number of users. This is a consequence of the
fact that in our construction, two or three parameters (and

in MOLS, and in MOLR and integere lattice design,
and , , and in AG) can be varied, as opposed to just one
free parameter (or ) in MQC or MFH. Moreover, our OOC
construction algorithms are very simple. The performance of
MOLS, MOLR, integer lattice, and AG OOC families in the
presence of the phase-induced intensity noise, the photodiode
shot noise, and the thermal noise are illustrated in Figs. 3–6. The
system parameters are: for 3.75 THz; 80 MHz;
bit-rate 155 Mb/s; central wavelength 1550 nm; 300 K;

1030 ; and photodiode quantum efficiency 0.6. The pa-
rameters of different BIBD families can be set in such a way
that nearly identical performances are obtained, as illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 6. Namely, our combinatorialy constructed codes
(MOLR, integer lattice, and affine geometry designs) perform
similarly to MFH codes with similar codeword weights and
lengths but support a much larger number of users. For example,
the integer lattice , (the codeword weights are
17) supports 324 users, while an MFH with (codeword
weights are 17) supports 256 users. Moreover, to design MFH
codes, operations are to be performed in Galois fields ,
while our integer lattice design requires only simple algebraic
(2). The MQC designs are restricted to a prime parameter,
while our integer lattice design supports any design for which

and are co-prime (for example, it is enough for one param-
eter to be even and the other odd). Therefore, the integer lattice
construction supports much more different families, which of-
fers more flexibility in system design.

(3)
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Fig. 3. BER versus number of active users for MOLS OOCs.

Fig. 4. MOLR OOC versus Hadamard code.

Fig. 5. BER versus number of active users for integer lattice OOCs.

The performance comparison of the MOLR-based SAC
OCDMA system and Hadamard-code-based SAC system [9]
[often used as a reference (see, e.g., [2] and [4])] is shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. MOLR code significantly outperforms the
Hadamard code.

Fig. 6. BER versus number of active users for AG OOCs.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Three novel optical orthogonal code classes based on
MOLS, MOLR, integer lattice design, and affine geometries
are proposed. They are universal and can be applied to both
synchronous and asynchronous incoherent OCDMA for the
following classes of systems: spectral-amplitude-coding,
fast-frequency-hopping schemes, and time-spreading. Our
constructions offer larger flexibility in choosing the number
of users than previously reported OOCs because they are
described by two or three parameters that we can control (
and in MOLR and integer lattice designs and, , and in
affine geometry design), while the OOC family presented in
[4], for example, is given by single parameter. Moreover, our
construction algorithm is very simple. In addition, arbitrary
large OOC families can be constructed.

The number of spreading sequences is expressed in a closed
form as a function of design parameters, and the upper bound
for the BER as a function of the number of users is given. It is
applicable to any class of BIBD OOC family in SAC CDMA
schemes.

Spreading sequences of MOLS, integer lattice, and AG OOC
families can be partitioned into parallel classes so that the se-
quences from different parallel classes have zero cross correla-
tion.

A novel SAC-balanced detection decoder scheme, based on
FBG technology, which is able to completely remove the MUI
for the proposed unipolar codes families is also proposed.
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